
“But my system for over 30 years has been this: When stocks are attractive, you buy them. Sure, they can go lower. I've bought

at $12 that went to $2, but then they later went to $30

Risk off, risk on 

The first quarter of 2016 was extremely turbulent and one that clearly met the definition of “risk off” and “risk on.” 

These are fairly recent terms to describe equity capital markets 

unison. Some say hedge funds and computer program traders are responsible for these periodic all in, all out market 

conditions, but certainly individual investors pull the trigger as well. 

Nonetheless, January was the worst start to a calendar year since 2009

but after February 11th, everything changed. 

shows four common broadly diversified Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) 

that represent U.S Large Cap, U.S. Small Cap, International Large Cap, 

and Emerging Markets stocks. All were down by double digit 

percentages in January through February 11 and up by double digits 

from February 11 through the end of the quarter.

The usual suspects led to the January downdraft tha

continuation of the last two months of 2015: 1) Concerns over slow

economic growth in China, 2) Spillover effects from China into other economies including the U.S., 3) 

stagnating corporate earnings, 4) Stagnant economic conditions in the European Union, and 5) Continuation of 

oil glut and sliding energy and commodity prices.
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The 6 month chart of the CBOE Volatility Index, sometimes called the “fear index” as it is a direct reflection of 

institutional protective put buying, shows how volatility began increasing in late 2015, peaked on February 11 at about 

28.14, and then crashed to 13.1 by April 1. The index has increased moderately in the first few days of April. For 

comparison, we have added the S&P 500 and NASDAQ Composite Indexes which, themselves, were quite volatile. This 

chart clearly demonstrates just how volatile the volatility index is. Futures contracts exist that are imbedded into a 

product making the VIX itself investable. However, this chart makes one wonder why anyone would want to expose 

themselves to this kind of volatility. 

Come February 12, the selling switch was turned off as quickly as it went on. On February 12, the market responded 

favorably to good economic news which showed strong construction spending and fairly strong job creation data. This 

was followed by unprecedented moves by the European Central Bank (ECB) to combat deflation and stimulate economic 

activity. The ECB instituted maximum negative interest rate policy (NIRP), raised asset purchases, and instituted a 

targeted refinancing policy to help banks lower their funding costs and incentivize lending. With NIRP, the ECB actually 

charges member banks on its excess reserves rather than paying an interest rate. In theory, this encourages banks to 

reduce its excess reserves and instead lend to businesses and consumers, propelling the economy. The moves proved 

very bullish, at least in the short term, for global equity asset classes. 

Fed weighs in 

On the U.S. front, the market had been expecting further interest rate hikes by the Federal Reserve Bank after it raised 

the Federal Funds Rate for the first time in more than seven years last year. However, the Federal Open Market 

Committee released the minutes of its January meeting on February 17, and Fed Chairman Janet Yellen, citing the 

fragileness of the global economy, backtracked and decided not to raise short term interest rates. Her comments added 

more fuel to the risk on rally. Asset class returns for the quarter are show below. 

 

The price of crude oil also bottomed out on February 11 and rallied strongly through the end of March. The price of spot 

crude oil hit nearly $26 per barrel on February 11 and then rose to $41.45 on March 22. Much of the rally was due to 

massive short covering. The short selling had exacerbated the long decline in crude prices. The rally did accompany 

rumors of OPEC production cuts; however, we believe the market is beginning to consider the massive decline in capital 

spending in the industry that cannot be turned around quickly. We believe the energy sector will continue to be an area 

of uncertainty and volatility. 

Value versus Growth 

Asset Class Returns, Q1 2016

US Large US Mid US Small REITs Intl Large Intl Small Em Mkts Bonds

Jan -5.4% -5.7% -8.8% -4.0% -7.2% -7.9% -6.5% 1.4%

Feb 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% -0.7% -1.8% -0.1% -0.2% 0.7%

March 7.0% 8.5% 8.0% 10.4% 6.5% 8.0% 13.2% 0.9%

Q1 2016 1.2% 3.8% -1.5% 5.2% -3.0% -0.6% 5.7% 3.0%

Indexes: US Large, Russell 1000; US Mid, S&P MidCap 400; US Small, Russell 2000; REITS, DJ US Real Estate; 

Intl Large, MSCI EAFE; US Small, MSCI EAFE SMall Cap; EM, MSCI Emerging Markets; Bonds, Barclays US Agg 

Bond.
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In our last newsletter, we wrote about the long term risk premium enjoyed by value stocks over growth stocks. Value 

stocks tend to have higher dividend yields, lower price multiples, and slower growth rates than

We believe it is important to own both growth and value stocks in a portfolio for diversification, but income oriented 

investors, in our opinion, ought to tilt their portfolios more in favor of value for the higher dividends. Since

crisis growth stocks have outperformed value stocks, but we noted that cycle may be beginning to change. Barron’s 

wrote about this in a mid-March issue of their magazine also. In the chart below, rising lines indicate value stocks 

performing better than growth. This could be good news for income

 Outlook & Strategy 

In a falling stock market, it makes 

sense to put cash to work when 

stocks are cheaper. However, no 

one really knows for sure if a 

correction or bear market is 

occurring, and it is never fun to 

catch the proverbial “falling knife.” 

So we thought in the turbulent 

market conditions of Q1 it made 

sense to initiate some collared or protected positions. In a few case

purchased a near-the-money protective put option and financed the purchase with a longer

The parameters vary, but in one case we were able to limit downside to just 1% for 44 days while maintaining upside of 

9.5 percent or more depending on what the stock did in the 99 days until the call expiration. In another case, we had just 

4.5% downside while maintaining 20% or more upside. We could continue to initiate some of these positions going 

forward depending on market conditions and 

Valuations 

The composite price- to fair-value ratio (P-FV)

Morningstar analysts calculate intrinsic or fair values based on discounted cash flow models. Th

according to Morningstar, the average stock in their coverage universe was 13% undervalued. With the run up in stock 

prices since February 11, the current P-FV stands at .97. Fair values on stocks can rise and fall depending on many 

conditions. Fair values of companies experiencing strong business conditions

lower or stay the same even in a rising market. The all time low P

all time high reached about 1.15 in 2004.  

In our last newsletter, we wrote that we believe stocks were in a corrective phase and not a bear market and that, given 

current slow-growth economic conditions in the U.S., a more than reasonable chance existed for positive 

in 2016. We still believe that. However, given fragile conditions elsewhere, we believe maintaining some cash balances

depending on client circumstances, makes sense if volatility returns.

As always, please contact us if you have any questi

—Dana L. Crosby, CFA, CFP® & Rick Stein 
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